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Alan Smeaton is ..
• Text-based IR, then image, then video IR
• Founded and still co-runs TRECVid for 10 years
• Previously HoS and Dean of Faculty, now Dep.
Director of CLARITY
• Works in managing data aggregated from
sensors in a wide range of domains –
environmental monitoring, sports, AAL, real time
web (social networks), and energy
• Is typically seen at conferences like ACM MM,
ECIR, various sensor evens in env, energy,
sports, AAL, social networks
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CLARITY	  Overview
UCD	  /	  DCU	  /	  TNI
100+	  (PhD/PD)	  Researchers
Diverse	  ExperCse
Health	  /	  Environment	  /	  Media
Strong	  Industry	  Focus
Award-­‐Winning	  Research	  &	  CommercializaCon
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Materials	  science,	  novel	  sensor
Technologies,	  wearables.
Physiotherapy,	  Human	  mo+on,	  
Body	  sensing	  technologies,…
Sports	  science,	  human	  
Performance,	  ….
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Social/Agency	  Collaborators Industry	  Collaborators
CSET	  Core
CLARITY	  Centre	  &	  Ecosystem
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CLARITY	  Demonstrators
Energy	  and	  the	  Environment
• To	  sense	  and	  to	  provide	  feedback	  on	  personal	  and	  societal
environmental	  habits	  and	  impact;
• Fundamental	  breakthroughs	  on	  microﬂuidics	  and	  in	  material
sciences	  for	  environmental	  sensing,	  plus	  novel,	  prize-­‐winning
work	  on	  monitoring	  home	  energy,	  appliance	  recogniVon,
and	  feedback	  of	  carbon	  footprints;
• Company	  involvement	  from	  IBM	  Ireland,	  Episensor,	  VeuVlity;





IRELAND CO2 EMISSIONS (SOURCE: SEAI)
ENERGY-RELATED CO2 EMISSIONS (SOURCE: SEAI)
31% 33% 36%
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Electricity in Ireland
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Personal feedback reduces demand ?
• Olympic Peninsula Project
• Darby Review Paper
• ENEL 27 million smart meters
• Microsoft Holm & Google power meter
• Irish Energy Regulation behavioural trials on
8,000 people
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CLARITY Deployments
• 24x domestic participants & 2 lab settings
• Data accurate to within 1% of
National Smart Meter
• Normal 5-7pm peak in electricity
consumption
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Aims of deployment
Three strands of activity around the deployments
(apart from technical challenges) …
1. Incentivise and inform people of usage, through
interventions
2. Appliance recognition, genres of appliance,
working across homes/models
3. Lifestyle analysis or information
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Intervention 1
• Weekly email … Google Powermeter do this now … but
with comparisons against others
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Intervention 2
• Touchscreen display
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Intervention 3
• Web portal
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Intervention 4
• Colour-changing soft furnishings
• Tablecloth, cushions, etc. - where
colour changes ambiently reflect
the +/- energy usage vs. typical
historical norm for that day/time
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Interventions ?
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• Guess what ?  We found the same as everyone else …
initial enthusiasm gives way to bad habits - need to
continuously inform
• Real role for captology here
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Strange outcome
• A strange outcome was the interest in
the heatmaps as a tool to summarise
lifestyles;
• One ambient, cheap sensor can tell a
lot about living patterns;
• Now working with ethnographers and
geriatricians on monitoring the lifestyles
of people;
• Don’t need high resolution energy
sensing so cheap €100 option does
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Strange Outcome
• This will be even cheaper with rollout of
smart meters, where this can be done
for free;
• Could allow easy inter-user
comparisons, comparison across
peers, long-term deviation detection
